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July
Who was the
first president
of the United
States?
John Hanson, elected under
the Articles of Confederation. George
Washington, who had voted for Hanson, sent
Hanson a letter of congratulations.
Washington himself would eventually also
become president, the first elected under
the Constitution.

When was the first
practical computer
built?
Herman Hollerith, a US scientist, built one
for the US Census Bureau in 1884. Counting
the 1880
Census had
taken years. It
was estimated
that the 1890
Census would
take more than
ten years to
tally, meaning that before the full results
would be available it would be time for a
new Census! Hollerith’s computer cut the
actual time to a few months.

When was the first
TV transmission?
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Who built the first
practical printing
press?
Sejong the Great, King of Korea. The
Chinese had rejected the idea because
setting type from a 5,000
character set was
impractical. Sejong solved
that problem by designing a
small, perfectly phonetic
alphabet that anyone who
could talk could learn to read in a few hours
(still used by modern Koreans). He also
recalled all cash, redesigned the national
mint into a metal type foundry, and melted
the coins to make type. Later, when Johann
Gutenberg built his press, he was forced to
use less durable wooden type because he
had no government mint at his disposal.

How did Galileo
measure the rate
of gravitational
acceleration?
He sang. He wasn’t a good enough
mathematician to invent calculus as Newton
did to solve the same problem at the same
time. But as the child of a family of
professional musicians he knew his rhythm
was perfect. Furthermore, because J.S.
Bach had not yet
standardized
tuning, Galileo’s
string instruments
had moveable frets
made of gut tied
around the neck of
the instrument. He made an oversized
fretboard and rolled a metal ball down the
strings, adjusting the frets until the ball
bounced on the frets to the beat of his
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